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Company Overview
Great Lakes is a non-profit organization dedicated to helping make college a reality. The 
organization makes successful student loan repayment possible, in partnership with private 
lenders and the U.S. Department of Education.

Great Lakes’ goal is to help students borrow responsibly, complete their education, and find 
repayment solutions that work for them.

Headquartered in Madison, Wisconsin, with operating centers around the U.S., Great Lakes 
works to do what’s right to change lives for the better.

To support its mission, Great Lakes has several million borrowers on its My Great Lakes 
Borrower (www.mygreatlakes.org) website. Providing a world-class website experience that 
enables its borrowers to be self-sufficient is critical to the organization. 
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Challenge 
As part of Great Lakes’ commitment to excellence, the organization was using an existing 
solution for session replay analysis. 

Fernando Delk, Project Leader, Information Systems Development (ISD) at Great Lakes said:

“We primarily used the session replay functionality in our former vendor’s platform to provide 
analysis of specific individual visitor sessions on our website. This type of analysis is in support 
of tickets submitted by our borrower support representatives who are typically trying to verify 
a visitor’s website activity to resolve any complaints. 

We wanted to make the session replay analysis a self-service process, but the challenge 
was that the tool we were using was overly complex, requiring a degree of technical skills. 
Consequently we felt uncomfortable granting direct access to our non-technical borrower 
support staff. Unfortunately, a process that requires frontline support staff to submit tickets 
to developers for session replay analysis adds further steps to resolve these types of borrower 
support issues, and takes developer resource time away from working on our own web 
applications.” 

“In addition, the licensing contract we had with that vendor was limited to a set number of 
accounts, which meant that only a few of our developers had access to the session replay tool. 
That also created a bottleneck in supporting requests and limited our adoption of the tool.”

Finally, the previous solution only stored replay sessions for up to 12 days. Delk said, “Twelve 
days often did not go back far enough to fulfill some of the research requests we received 
from our borrower support representatives.” 

Great Lakes decided to upgrade the session replay solution and expand licenses. As a result, it 
explored alternative options to overcome these challenges. 

Solution
To ensure the website experience was exceptional, Great Lakes required a solution to observe 
users’ web sessions. Delk said, “We wanted the ability to determine points of struggle in terms 
of page flows and navigation of our flagship website. The solution also needed to help us 
research actions taken by our users to address questions or disputed activity reported to our 
borrower support team.”

“We selected and deployed Metriscope's Customer Experience Management (CEM) software 
solution to allow us to measure and constantly improve our website experience,” continued 
Delk. 

Metriscope is a powerful session recording and reporting engine that drives understanding of 
problems in a visitor’s online journey. The CEM solution provides the ability to replay 
individual customer sessions, to understand customer obstacles and the analysis tools that 
direct the user to the customer sessions that are most relevant for replay analysis. Deployed 
on premise, Metriscope provides valuable insight into what Great Lakes borrowers actually 
experience and helps to optimize the online channel by identifying, diagnosing and fixing 
barriers to conversion.
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Delk said, “Metriscope was the best overall solution. It not only met our baseline needs, 
Metriscope also gave us the ability to explore new use cases with the robust collection of 
features and functionality including conversion barriers, usability problems, confusing 
business logic, technical problems and performance problems. It helps us to prioritize these 
problems by analyzing their impact on our borrower’s website experience.”

“The integration was easy with a Metriscope consultant on hand to support installation and 
implementation. We now have expanded data retention, real-time replay, a less intrusive 
implementation and custom reporting capabilities. With continuous product development, we 
believe Metriscope is driven by an innovative spirit and know this to be true through our 
engagement with support personnel who are responsive and receptive to feature requests.” 

“In addition to the enhanced user experience features, Metriscope's UI is much more intuitive 
and modern, allowing our borrower support representatives to easily use the CEM solution. 
As a result, we’ve gained increased operational efficiency as more users have access to this 
solution, enabling more self-service. This helps to relieve workload on the few staff members 
originally supporting session replay requests on our former platform.” 

The Metriscope licensing structure also allows Great Lakes to deploy the CEM solution to 
significantly more users which not only provides for increased self-service, but also greater 
adoption and more use cases for the tool.

Results
In just six months, Great Lakes realized significant benefits included reduced turnaround 
time on support tickets helping to improve response to customers. Delk continued, “One 
of the most immediate benefits of adopting Metriscope is that we are no longer limited by 
seat licenses, so more of our development staff can use the tool. This has resulted in more 
exploratory use beyond the core need for the tool, as our team members discover new ways 
to leverage features of the solution.”

In addition to the core use of researching sessions to fulfill ticket requests, Great Lakes 
has seen staff members use the tool to monitor site activity immediately following an 
implementation of a new website feature to identify any potential performance or user 
experience issues. Team members are also setting up reports to provide another data channel 
for the corporate analytics team.

Delk said, “We hadn’t anticipated the organic adoption of Metriscope by team members, but 
we are impressed with the outcome. With our former solution we didn’t monitor bounce 
rates, conversion rates or re-targeting, but with Metriscope, we can now explore the potential 
benefits of these features.” 
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Future
Great Lakes plans to expand its use of Metriscope across the website and other departments 
for an additional level of self-service as more use cases present themselves. These include 
proactive performance/network health reports, analysis to find and fix borrower task 
completion issues, event tracking, usage reports by browser, operating systems, etc., and 
improved measurement and visibility into the website experience. 

“As we evolve our usage of the Metriscope solution, we plan to open up access to other 
departments to provide a self-service option and free our team from some of the more 
routine tasks, offering more operational efficiency,” said Delk. 

“We are in the process of developing new use cases now available to us, due to Metriscope's 
capabilities and ease of adoption. For instance, we plan on using session information to help 
us refine our website’s navigation/page flows, discover site defects and improve the overall 
user experience on our website,” concluded Delk. 

About Metriscope
Metriscope's session replay technology lets users record, re-run and analyze every visitor’s 
journey through a website. For ecommerce companies this is invaluable as it enables them 
to improve conversion rates, monetize online struggle, find and fix site bugs, resolve 
customer disputes, recover abandoned baskets and prevent fraudulent transactions online. 

Aimed at medium to large enterprises with ecommerce channels, Metriscope  
(www.metriscope.com) enables users to improve the quality of their websites, enhance 
customer’s shopping experience, and dramatically reduce the time required to resolve any 
problems and disputes consumers may have while shopping. 
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